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Abstract:  

Corrosion  process  is  a  natural  phenomenon  that  occurs  with  the  
various metals, where the corrosion process in electrochemical environment can 
be elucidated by using a galvanic cell. The iron corrosion process is based on the 
pH of a condensation, condensation temperature of electrolyte and iron 
concentration. These are applied at electrochemical cell.  The corrosion  process  
is  competent  to  root  electrical  potential  and  electric  current  during  the  
process. Based on iron concentration, condensation temperature, iteration time, 
electrical potential and electric current, a mathematical model of iron corrosion is 
constructed. Further the mathematical model is solved using the finite element 
method (FEM).   In the potential electric model, is based on the electric potential 
and the iteration time applied. Whereas the  electric  current  density model,  the  
current  is  generated  between  the  cathode  and  anode  poles  and  the  iteration 
time applied.  The  numerical  results  show  that  the  part  of  iron  sample, 
attacked  by  corrosion,  is  a  function  of  time,  depth  difference,  iron  
concentration, condensation temperature and the sum of reduced mass during 
corrosion process.   
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 1. Introduction  
Corrosion of iron occurred physically.  corrosiveness can  be  described  as  a  

material  ravage by  action  which  embroidery  area,  where  resistance  of  a material  on  the  
corrosiveness  depends on  the  copious  variables such as environmental  characteristics and 
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material  properties1.The central characteristic in a material corrosiveness is mass transport 
quality, that occur due to diffusion , migration and evacuation of temperature. The 
distribution character effects are generated in an object depends on force system 
characteristics only. 

Genuine  corrosiveness is  a  galvanic  process  with  metal  that  works  as  an  anode,  
a cathode  and  as  one  conductor  for  the  electrons.  The  quantitative  simulation  of  iron 
corrosion  relates  to  prospect  that  weakening  of  firm  stones  are in  the  iron  item,  
consequently  at same time  critical  to  build  a  rustiness  model  as  achievable  as in  
physically  and  can  be  interfaced  to  a  model  of  chemical  reaction using a  mathematical  
modeling of    corrosion process and the model then solved using finite element method 
(FEM), in which it  is  shown  geometrically  as  an  electrochemical  cell  process by using a 
partial differential model. 

 
2.  Existing Equation for transport migration in a material 

The central characteristic in a material corrosiveness is mass transport worth that 
occurs due to diffusion, migration and evacuation of temperature. These are suitable with 
condensation mass 핁  of species푘, as cited in Planck- Nernst’s law, i.e.: 

핁 = −픻 훻ℂ − ℂ 훻휙     [1] 
Where: 픻 −diffusion constant ℂ −concentration in Molar (moles/liter) 휙 − the 

electric potential in the electrolyte. 
This  condensation  mass  further  is  transported  by  electrical  field  on  molecular 

diffusion process2. For both types, the equation of transportation of accumulator acid, i.e.: 
ℂ
핥

+ 훻. − 핫   .픽 ,픻
ℝ .핋

 .훻휙 .ℂ −픻 .훻  .ℂ = 핊   [2] 
Where 핫 −charge number  픽 − Faraday’s constant ℝ − gas constant  핋 − absolute 

temperature  핊 − is ion production or undoing of type 푘.  In this corrosion process, it is 
taken place in the interface between electrodes and condensation of electrolyte. 

Newman (1996) explains that the  power  of  the  electrical  current 풾  ,in 
condensation of  the  electrolyte,  is flown  in  the condensation  mass constant change  from  
iron. Electrical  tension  can  be  obtained  by  considering  the  total  electrical  current  and  
it disregards the neutrality electric condensation of electrolyte.  It can be originated using    
the Faraday’s law: 

풾 =  픽∑ 핫 . 핁       [3] 
By electro-neutrality conceptual that the electric current density is non -divergent, that 

is: 
훻 . 풾 = 0       [4] 
Substituting the Expression (3) in Eqn. (4), we get 
훻 . ( ∑ 핫 . 핁 ) = 0      [5] 
By using the Planck–Nernst’s law Eqn. (1), then we end up with the electric potential 

equation, i.e.: 
훻. ∑ 핫   .픽 ,픻

ℝ .핋
 .ℂ 훻휙 = −∑픻 .훻  .ℂ    [6] 

Note that when the concentration gradients may be neglected, Eqn. (6) then reduces to 
the Laplace’s equation, i.e.: 

훻  .휙 = 0       [7] 
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3.  Boundary Conditions for Locating the anode and cathode in a one- dimensional 
galvanic cell corrosion process  

Through  observing  the  electrochemical cell,  iron  corrosiveness  process is  
occurrence  of  iron  metal  oxidation  by the  oxygen that  comes from  the air.  Fig.1. shows 
that H2O condensation electrolyses with (Fe) iron electrode.  In  this  condensation  there  are  
some  species,  such as  H+  and OH - ions obtained from the result of H2O ionization as 
solvent and Fe2+ ion that come from electrode ionization.Fe2+  ions roving towards negative 
pole and  OH - ions roving towards positive pole3. 

 
Fig. 1: (a) Location of the anode and cathode in a        (b) one- dimensional galvanic cell. 
corrosion process  

During  the  corrosion  process occurred ,  it  will  entrap  the  reaction  of  reduction -
oxidation (redox) in electrolytic cell by using a partial differential model. Newman (1996) 
explains that the only reaction takes place in anode is disconnection of metal. In this case, 
reaction of (Fe) iron can be printed as 

(퐴) ℱ푒 ⟶ ℱ푒 + 2푒  훦 = −0.44 푉 (Oxisation)  [8] 
Where 훦 −is the standard potential of (A) reaction. The current density is formed by 

(A) reaction and it can be written by the Butler-Volmer’s equation as5: 
풾 = 풾  . 푒푥푝 (1 − 훼 ) 픽 .핫.

ℝ .핋
 . 휂 − 푒푥푝 −훼 픽 .핫.

ℝ .핋
. 휂   [9] 

Where 풾 −   exchange current density of (A) reaction, that is the current density 
calculated, in which the net current at the electrode is worthless (this value is attained 
experimentally) 6, 

훼 −    transfer coefficient for (A) reaction (this value is attained experimentally, 
although a good approximate is 1/2),  

핫.퐴 −  number of electrons contributes in (A) reaction,  
휂 −  overvoltage 핒̈할̈ − 훦   where 핒̈할̈ −is the variation in potential between the 

electrode and the electrolyte (double layer) 7 and 훦 −Eelectrode potential at zero current. 
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A the same time as  only Fe2+ are  involved  in  the  anode  reaction, that  its mass flux 
will be non-zero only. Therefore, the density current is estimated from Eqn. (2), with help of 
Faraday’s law to calculate the mass flux: 

핁ℱ =  풾

픽 .핫 .ℱ
  

핁 = 0  ;          표푛   푥 = 0      [10] 
The fluxes are used as boundary condition at the anode for the transport equation. 

Additionally, the cathode pole, between the matters experiences reduction is H2O molecule 
that occurred reduction to H2O 

(퐵) 4퐻 + 푂 + 2퐻 푂        훦 = 1.23 푉 (Reduction)  [11] 
The  cathodes  current  density  can  once  again  be  calculated8  according  to  the  

Butler Volmer’s equation, by considering  the (B) reaction only: 
풾 = −풾  . 푒푥푝 (1− 훼 ) 픽 .핫.

ℝ .핋
 . 휂 − 푒푥푝 −훼 픽 .핫.

ℝ .핋
.휂   [12] 

Where 풾 − exchange current density of (B) reaction, 훼 − transfer coefficient for 
(B) reaction, 핫.퐵 − number of electrons participating in (B) reaction, 휂 −over voltage, 

With the negative sign it means that the flow of current proceeds from the electrode to 
the electrolyte, on the reverse of direction with respect to the axis.  

The  boundary  conditions8  for  the  Transport  Eqn.(2)  are  obtained  as  before,  by 
considering  that  only  the  H+  ions  are  involved  in  the  cathode  reaction,  and  therefore 
only its mass flux will be non-zero  

핁ℱ = 0     
핁 =  풾

픽 .핫 .
 ;      표푛     푥 = 퐿     [13] 

 
4. Initial characters of condensation Conditions 

Svante Arhenius comments that acid are a compound, which if it is dissolved in water 
then it will yield (H+) Hydronium ion. While alkaline is a compound dissolved in water will 
yield8 (OH-) Hydroxide ion4. Every  condensation  has acidity  of  hydrogen ion  exponent at 
different control  to  the  corrosion  process  of  a  metal.  The same as identified a small  
fraction  from  (H2O)  water  molecules  are  dissociated  in H+ and  OH- ions  in  the amount 
are established by the constant equilibrium from dissociation reaction , that is 

퐻 푂          퐻 + 푂퐻 ⇆     [14] 
In particular  condensation  in  water ,concentration  of  (H+)  Hydronium  ion  and    

(OH-) Hydroxide  ion  in  a  liquid condensation  commonly  very  low  but  hardly  
determines  characters  of  condensation.  Sorensen (1868 -1939) 10 further proposes pH and 
pOH concept to avoid usage of a real small number4. According to Sorensen pH and pOH are 
the  function  of  negative  logarithm  from  the  concentration  of    H+ and  OH-  ions  in  a 
condensation, and formulated as follows 

푝퐻 =  − 푙표푔[ℂ ]  푎푛푑    푝푂퐻 =  −푙표푔[ℂ ]    [15] 
with ℂ − is  concentration  from  ion  H+ and ℂ − is  concentration  of  OH- ion  

where  at equilibrium of pure water, applies 
푝퐻 + 푝푂퐻 = 14      [16] 
The concentration of the ions expressed in a set of Molar (M), where the molarity 

expresses that the various solute moles in every one condensation liter ( mol/liter). Pure water 
has pH = 7, so that concentration from both of good ions of H+ and OH- - ions equal to 10-7 
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Molar. Smaller pH value of condensation consequently level of the solution acidity and do on 
the converse. 

 
5. Results and Discussion  
 

5.1 Approach of Finite element method (FEM) 
Every  part  of  element  that  is  named  by finite  element bases  on  the problems 

approach numeric method is known as Finite  element  method(FEM).  Every problem that 
exists with the quadratic approach, where element method has form of matrix equation 

[핂] {핣}  + [핂 ] {핣̇} = {ℝ}     [17] 
Where[핂] , [핂 ] −  assemble matrix, {핣} −vector from node magnitude 

whichunknown, {ℝ} −assemble style parameter vector 
Global matrix equation will be finalized, where in this solution it will be used 

approach of finite difference with the Crack-Nicholson’s pattern11. Equation of global matrix 
compiler can be written down in the form of finite difference as 

[핂] (휃 {핣} ∆ + (1− 휃){핣} ) + [핂 ]   휃 {핣}

∆
+ (1 − 휃)  {핣} = {ℝ} ∆

          [18] 
If  it  is  taken  è  =  1/2  hence  will  be  obtained  Crack pattern  approach rnodel of 

equation as :   
 {핣}

∆
+  {핣} =  {ℝ} ∆     [19] 

Global matrix equation will have an approach to time as below 
[핂] +

∆
 [핂 ] {핣} ∆ = 2{ℝ} ∆ − ( [핂] −

∆
 [핂 ] {핣} )  [20] 

5.2 Electrochemical computations by MATLAB and Visual Studio 7.0 program. 
Numerical as well as electrochemical computations were executed through 

indigenously designed computer programs13 in MATLAB and Visual Studio. The  numerical  
solution  of  those  equations  which  will  be  visualized  by  using  MATLAB 7.0 program. 
MATLAB programming codes are available for individual interpolation models. From the 
extensive computational numerical analysis, absolute relative error is significantly low for 
individual interpolation models .The result is shown in Fig. 2: 
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(a)       (b) 
 Fig. 3: Electric potential based to time difference (a) and electric potential beginning (b).  

(a)  

      
(b)        (c) 

Fig. 2: Iron Corrosion Process based on difference Time (a),Concentration of Iron (b), 
and Temperature condensation (c). 

    
(a)           (b) 
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Fig. 4: Electric current based to time difference (a) and condensation temperature (b). 
5.3 Iron Corrosion Process based on difference Time 
Based  on  the  obtained  result  above,  it  can  be  determined  that  the  relation  of  

the longer  time  required.  Thus,  the  chances  that  ensure corrosion  is substantially  
increase,  and  so  do  on  the  dissimilar. The  concentration  control  of  iron towards  the  
iron  corrosion  process  is  greater  than  the  applied  iron  concentration. The  statement  
rings with  Planck-Nernst  law  about  mass transport and First Faraday’s law where mass 
that’s yielded or reduced compares straight to  time  and  concentration  of  metal  that’s  
applied  but  proportional  inversely  with condensation temperature. 

Therefore, the chance that the ensure iron corrosion increasingly increases and 
equally.  Third  factor12  that  has  produce  on  is  condensation  temperature  used,  ever 
greater  of  temperature  used  so  chance  that the  occurrence  of  corrosion  closely 
minimizes.  Numerical  result  of  the  electrical  potential  equation  is  also  be  visualized  
by  using MATLAB 7.0 program and it is plotted in Fig. 3: 

 
 5.4 Electric potential based to time difference 
From above Fig.  3, which obtained for required time level of electrical tension value 

of mean emerging at every node would increasingly increases. The beginning  electric  
potential  influence  that applied  hence  electric potential  average  value  also  increasingly  
minimizes.  This clears the statement of   Planck-Nernst’s about mass transport, where 
potential electric is compared straight to time. The electrical current also arises during the 
corrosion process at electrochemical cell as shown in Fig. 4: 

 
5.5 Electric current based to time difference 
In Fig. 4 shows that the longer time required so electric current that emerges at every 

node increasingly declines. Temperature  factor  also  influences  to  electrical  current  value  
that  emerges  during corrosion process to take place that is ever greater of condensation 
temperature used thus electric  current  ensued  at  every  node  also  increasingly  increased. 
Both  of  these relationships  agreed with  Faraday’s  first  law  and  mass  transport  Planck-
Nernst’s  law.  

 
6.  Conclusion  

This model addresses the precise determination of inferential  part  of  gristle  metal  
part  of  functioning  metal  as  anode  support, If  the  time  is longer  applied  hence  part  of  
metal experiencing impairment concentration by the end of iteration would increasingly long 
in meaning  of    gristle  area  corrosion  to  be  longer  so that  metal  mass  that  reduce  by  
the corrosion more and more. The concentration factor of initial iron also  influences  to  
corrosion  process,  that  is  value concentration  of  iron  used in  mutilation  concentration  
of  iron  by  the  end  of  iteration  also  increasingly  long  in meaning  of  area so  that  
number  of  masses  that’s yielded for the concentration of larger one. Temperature factor 
also influences to iron corrosion that is more high condensation temperature used in 
condensation of electrolyte the degradation of  concentration  of  increasingly  short,  in  
meaning of  affected area  corrosion  to  be  more minimizes. At  the  electrical  potential  
increasingly  of  time  and  the  potential  electrical  average value also increases, while 
greater of electric potential that’s applied  at every  node and electric potential average value 
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also  increases. While growing of condensation temperature of electrolyte value which 
emerges to increasingly. 
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